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POWERFUL 4X4
This recovery gear will
help you power through
any situation
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BULLBAR WITH RECOVERY POINTS
Bullbars play a big part in recovering your vehicle. The bullbars
that Powerful 4X4 offer are manufactured from high-tensile steel
and rated to carry a winch that pulls up to 15,000lb. Powerful 4X4
has also taken the guesswork out of where to snatch from by
including chassis-mounted hitch points on both sides of the bar.
The hitch is also designed to use when moving your camper
trailer and has a skid plate to keep your underbody protected.
Recovery-capable bullbars are vital to ensure
you have a solid point to winch from

Snatch straps are one of the
original components of 4WD
recovery gear, and one of the
most vital. By using the elasticity
in the strap, most situations can
be recovered from, as long as you
know how to snatch correctly.
The unit that Powerful 4X4
offers is well made to ensure it
doesn’t fail on you in the middle
of the bush. The company also
offers a range of extension straps
and chains, which are great if you
need a bit of extra length to make
that winch point or to move a
fallen tree out of the way.

POWERFUL 4X4

SNATCH STRAP

TOW HITCH RECOVERY UNIT
Sometimes it’s just not possible to get across whatever terrain
you’re stuck in, and in these cases, rear recovery points are your
best mate. Powerful 4X4 offers a unit that mounts on your towbar in
place of the tongue, and gives you a great spot to snatch from in a
reverse situation.
Rated to cope with a full snatch load, you can rest assured
knowing that you won’t have any dramas next time you go to get
your 4WD out of the muck.
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